Illustrations
There is no limit on the number and/or size of illustrations, provided they are relevant and of high
enough quality. Wherever appropriate, archaeological drawings such as site-plans or finds
illustrations should be supplied. If there is not a scale within a drawing or photograph, an indication
of scale should be included in the caption.
Images may be sent by email, or posted on a CD.
Illustrations, including maps, should be numbered in one sequence in the order in which they are
referred to in the text, and referred to at the appropriate place in the text (Fig. 1).
Our page size is just under 17 cm wide and just under 23 cm high. Column width is 8 cm.
All images should be of publishable quality, crisp, clear and of suitable resolution. Photographs
should be at least 300 dpi at the size you would like them reproduced, or preferably a bit larger to
allow for cropping. They should be sent as .jpg or .tif files.
Line images should be provided at at least 800 dpi at the size you would like them reproduced.
Computer-generated drawings may be supplied in .ai or .eps formats, otherwise .jpg or .tif. Please
scan any drawings as greyscale.
Maps and plans should be clean, sharp copies (not photocopies, or printed on soft paper so the ink
runs) and must include metric scales. If lettering is added, it must be done with the published
reduction in mind. Alternatively, the desired lettering can be indicated on a photocopy and added by
the Editor.
Please ensure any numbering or lettering on a drawing is of an appropriate size for the final size it
will be reproduced. If you want illustrations to be reproduced at a precise scale/size, please make
this clear to the Editor. You can also ask for certain illustrations to be on facing pages if that would
enhance their effectiveness.
It is IJNA policy not to include logos in either headings or illustrations. Any information which
duplicates the caption may be removed from a drawing.

